
 
The   Unstoppable   Entrepreneur   is   currently   seeking   a   super   star   recruiter   to   help   us   keep  
building   our   dream   team.   This   person   will   support   all   divisions   of   the   Unstoppable   Entrepreneur  
and   all   business   enterprises   Kelly   Roach   is   involved   in   including   but   not   limited   The   Courageous  
Brand,   the   social   selling   academy,   Billy   Roach   Music,   etc.  
 
This   individual   will   be   responsible   for   the   following:  
 

● Identifying,   screening   and   presenting   candidates   daily   to   the   leadership   team   across  
companies  

● Coordinating   posts,   emails   and   running   recruiting   calls   and   events   with   our   internal   team  
to   generate   referrals  

● Working   with   universities   local   to   each   leader   to   generate   intern   candidates   and   referrals  
for   current   and   future   openings  

● Keeping   our   unpaid   internship   program   fully   staffed   as   a   future   recruiting   source  
● Conducting   internal   orientations,   background   checks   and   references   for   candidates  

selected  
● Coordinating   new   hire   paperwork,   legal   set   up   and   company   equipment   forms,  

documentation   and   storage.   
 
Future   growth   for   the   position   will   include   but   not   be   limited   to   becoming   a   program   facilitator  
and   trainer   for   sales,   marketing   and   the   accountability   division   internal   and   externally.  
Full   training   will   be   provided.  
 
Becoming   a   vigilant   brand   ambassador   that   protects   our   company   from   the   wrong   people  
getting   in   is   as   important   as   ensuring   that   we   acquire   the   right   ones.  
 
It   is   critical   that   this   individual   have   a   leadership   mindset,   mentality   and   skillset   to   be   able   to   not  
only   lead   talent   acquisition   but   measure   tracking   and   assess   the   performance   and   success   of  
these   candidates   to   narrow   risk   and   eliminate   hiring   mistakes.  
 
Want   to   become   a   member   of   our   Dream   Team   now?   Submit   your   resume,   references   and   intro  
video*   to    karla@kellyroachcoaching.com  
 
*Please   record   and   send   us   an   Introductory   VIDEO   of   yourself.   Video   files,   YouTube   links   or  
Vimeo   links   will   be   accepted.   The   video   should   be   brief/under   five   minutes   and   should   include  
the   following:   (1)   What   interests   you   about   the   accountability   coach   role   and   responsibilities.   (2)  
Traits   or   skills   do   you   have   that   are   in   accordance   with   the   role.   (3)   Challenges   you   think   may  
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accompany   the   role.   (4)   Your   personal   objectives   and   how   you   will   utilize   this   opportunity   to  
achieve   them.   (5)   Please   share   anything   else   you   would   like   us   to   know   about   you.  
 
 
 
 
 

About   Kelly   Roach,   The   Unstoppable   Entrepreneur  
 
Kelly   Roach   is   known   as   THE   BUSINESS   CATALYST,   helping   elite   business   owners   become  
game   changers   in   their   field   and   achieve   million   dollar   +   breakthroughs   in   their   business.   As   a  
former   Fortune   500   executive   who   built   and   led   record-breaking   teams   in   17   locations   around  
the   US,   Kelly's   programs   and   consulting   encompass   billion   dollar   corporate   strategies   combined  
with   the   speed   and   agility   of   the   most   powerful   online   strategies   of   today.   Kelly   is   a   featured  
expert   on   ABC,   NBC,   Good   Day,   the   CW   and   in   some   of   the   world's   leading   publications   such  
as   Inc.   and   Forbes   where   she   shares   the   principles   of   her   best-selling   books   and   top   podcast,  
Unstoppable   Success   Radio.   Kelly   is   committed   to   ongoing   philanthropic   work   to   bring   clean  
drinking   water   to   those   who   do   not   have   access   and   is   the   co-founder   of   Give   Her   Courage,   a  
movement   to   instill   courage   and   confidence   in   the   girls   of   our   future   from   the   start.  


